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THE TITLE BLOCKS ON THE SERIES OF
1929 notes shown here from The National Bank of

Commerce of New London, Connecticut (666) and
The State-National Bank of Peru, Illinois (13577), con-
tain obvious redundancies involving the locations. The
most spectacular is the repeated "Peru, Illinois," com-
plete with the comma. These rank some place between
aberrant curiosities and errors.

In the case of the New London note, it appears that
the typesetter simply placed too much information in
the bank title part of the title block when making the
1929 logotype. The title on the Series of 1902 plates for
the bank are standard, having the form The National
Bank of Commerce of."

The redundancy on the 1929 logotype did not
cause sufficient concern to be corrected. In fact, when
the President's signature was changed from B. A.
Armstong to W. H. Reeves requiring a new logotype in

Series of 1929 Type 2 $5 with a redundant "New London"
in the bank title. Thanks to Robert Kvederas for selling me
this note.

Series of 1929 Type 1 $20 with a redundant "Peru, Illinois"
in the bank title. Thanks to Glenn Jorde for selling me this
note.

Close up of the redundant city from the logotype used on
the Connecticut note.

1930, the redundant layout was repeated on the second
plate. It was used to print the rest of the Type 1 and 2
issues. See Table 1.

The Peru, Illinois, situation is far more interesting
— a problem that can be traced back to some bank offi-
cial improperly filling out the organization certificate!
This problem was eventually fixed, but it took a formal
title change in 1933 to do the job.

The duplicate organization certificate in the
Comptroller of the Currency records at the National

Table 1.
Series of 1929 notes issued by The National Bank of
Commerce of New London, New London, Connecticut (666),
for each signature combination.

B. A. Armstrong 	 W. H. Reeves
Den 	 & E. W. Stamm 	 & E. W. Stamm

Type 1 sheets:
5 	 1-3580	 3581-10970

10 	 1-1708 	 1709- 5904
20 	 1 - 560 	 561 - 1373

Type 2 notes:
5	 1- 17532

10 	 1- 8525

Archives at Suitland, Md., clearly shows the following in
the space reserved for the bank title: ''The State-
National Bank of Peru, Illinois." Both the town and
state are repeated in the blanks specifically left for those
entries as well. A clerk at the Comptroller's office took
these entries literally and hung the bank with the cum-
bersome title.

After living with this title for a year, the officers of
the bank applied for a title change which was granted on
Jan. 16, 1933. The Annual Report of the Comptroller of the
Currency for 1933 lists the title as going from "The
State-National Bank of Peru, Illinois" to "State-
National Bank of."

A new Series of 1929 logotype with the shortened
title was prepared, and $5, $10 and $20 Type 1 sheets
were printed from it in February and March, 1933.
However, the bank failed on Jan. 12, 1934, before the
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A closeup of the redundant name shows the comma stem-
ming from the clerical paperwork error.

existing stock of $10 and $20 sheets with the cumber-
some title were depleted. Only a few of the new $5
sheets were issued. See Table 2.

To my knowledge, the Series of 1929 notes from
Peru, Illinois, are unique among all the 1929 issues for
including a redundant town and state in this fashion. In
fact, I don't recall seeing a comma in the title block on
another 1929 note. I am not aware of another duplicat-
ed town such as the New London either.

A few examples of the redundant use of town and
state appear on large size plates as well. In fact, this vari-
ety occurs on the plate for the last bank that issued large
size notes. The Series of 1902 $10-$10-$10-$10 for

The City National Bank and Trust Company of Niles,
Michigan (13307) sports "Niles, Michigan" in the
tombstone, above the normal placement of "Michigan."

Fairly common Series of 1882 and 1902 notes with
the same layout can be obtained from The National
Bank of Commerce of Kansas City, Missouri (3760),
and The First National Bank of Nevada, Missouri
(3939). Others are certain to exist.

Table 2.
Series of 1929 Type 1 sheets delivered from the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing to the Comptroller of the
Currency, and those issued to the State-National Bank
of Peru, Illinois (13577).

	

Last
	

Last

	

Sheet
	

Sheet
Den
	

Delivered
	

Issued

The State-National Bank of Peru, Illinois (chartered Nov 10, 1931)
10 	 214 	 212
20 	 74 	 59

State-National Bank of (title changed Jan 16, 1933)
5 	 420 	 136

10 	 176 	 none
20 	 42 	 none
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Conducted by FORREST DANIEL

who sold the money; Robert Trainer and Frank, alias Brunt,
Walker, the "shovers."

"They were all held in $5,000 bail each for examination.
It is discovered that the gang numbers about twenty, who are
under surveillance and will be arrested at once. The plates and
stones are not yet secured. The counterfeit bills are of very
fine workmanship." — The Centralia (Wis.) Enterprise and
Tribune, Sept. 1, 1888.

Great Haul Of Coneyman
cc PT+ HE UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE

1 officers have just made some of the most important
arrests of counterfeiters in New York since Brockway and his
confederates were captured in Brooklyn. For a long time
there has been extensively circulated throughout the country a
large quantity of Silver Certificates of the denomination of
five dollars.

"After many weeks of work, the officers located the head-
quarters of the gang at 435 East Thirty-fifth Street, and
arrested Gittano Russo and wife, the leaders of the gang.
Russo was watched and followed to his home, where a quanti-
ty of bills already printed were seized, together with a large
quantity of blank paper ready for printing and a lot of coun-
terfeiting tools.

"The other members of the gang were arrested in the
vicinity as follows: Calendra Bettino, "the wholesale dealer;"
Guiseppi Riffone, the "boodle carrier;" Charles Sale and wife,

Doings After The War
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A N ALABAMIAN, WHO IS WORTH $100,000

 today, was asked how he got his start when the war
closed. 'Do you mean what was the first thing I did?' `Yes.'
Well I headed across country for Selma. When I got within
ten miles of town I stopped at a house for dinner. It was a
place owned by an old chap who did a heap of blowing to egg
the Confederacy on, but had not gone to war himself. He
wanted to charge me a dollar greenback for the meal. I offered
him $20,000 in Confederate money. He got mad, and I said:
'Here old man, is the money you helped to make, and I'm car-
rying around two bullets shot into me in the war you helped
bring on. Now come out here! '

"He came out, and I set to and gave him the worst licking
an old fire eater ever got. When he hollered 'enough!' I threw
the money into the fire and walked off. That's the first thing I
did after the war and that's what I date my prosperity from." —
Dunn County News, Menomonie, Wis., July 23, 1887.
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